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A simple pulse method of measuring current-voltage
characteristics
(I-V) at high current densities is described. We report IVs on epitaxial YBa$.&O,
thin films at high current densities in the presence of a magnetic field parallel to the c-axis. The results
show that the Bardeen-Stephen
flux flow model does not account for dissipation at high current densities in YBalCulO,
thin
films. In the presence of a magnetic field, we find qualitative agreement with a simple theoretical model based on dissipation
caused by 2D vortices excited from the flux lines. In the absence of a magnetic field, a power law behavior arises due to currentinduced depairing of thermally excited 2D vortices.

1. Introduction
The dissipation mechanism in high-T, superconductors is not well understood. This is in contrast to
conventional
superconductors
where dissipation
is
reasonably well understood on the basis of the Anderson-Kim
flux creep model at low current densities and the flux flow model at high current densities
[ l-3 1. Current-voltage
(Z-V) characteristics of thick
films and polycrystalline
YBa,Cu,O,
samples reportedly show flux creep behavior at low currents and
a linear flux flow region similar to conventional
superconductors at high currents [ 4,5 1. This behavior,
however, can be attributed to dissipation in the inter-granular region. I- Ymeasurements have also been
carried out on epitaxial high-Tc thin films and single
crystals by many groups [ 1,6-l 11. Various models,
such as conventional
flux creep [ I,6 1, vortex glass
transition
[ 7,101, resistance due to the flow of 2D
vortices
and the Kosterlitz-Thouless
transition
’
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[ 8,9,11] etc., have been used to explain the obtained
results. These measurements,
however, have been
done at low current densities. Measurements
at high
current densities have been limited by heating effects which cause the destruction of the bridge used
in thin film measurements.
It has been believed
[ 1,12,13 ] that high current dissipation will be limited by flux flow leading to linear Z-l/s.
This study was undertaken to make measurements
at current levels where linear Z-F’s are expected, in
order to probe the flux flow regime in these materials. To overcome thermal runaway conditions a repetitive pulsed method using very simple equipment
has been employed. Previous experiments on single
crystals and epitaxial films have used DC or a low
frequency current sweep [ 71 which cause strong
heating effects at high currents. Some studies using
repetitive pulse measurements
of Z-v characteristics
have also been reported on polycrystalline
bulk material and thick films [ 5,15 1. Single pulse methods
have also been used for .Z, measurements
[ 141. We
describe a much simpler method utilizing lock-in
amplifiers and a pulse generator. Limitations of the
maximum
power densities that can be dissipated
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during pulse measurements
on thin films are also
discussed. We report Z-V characteristics
of two
YBa2Cu30, thin films over a wide temperature range
in a magnetic field along the c-axis up to 6 T. The Zl’s show a power law behavior at all temperatures
and magnetic fields. These results indicate that
YBa2CuJ0, thin films do not exhibit a conventional
flux flow dissipation. A power law behavior at low
current densities in the presence of a magnetic field
has been reported earlier [ 6,8,9,11]. This behavior
in YBazCusO, thin films has been explained in the
framework of a flux creep model with a pinning energy dependent on current, magnetic field and temperature. For BSCCO single crystals [ 81 a model
based on dissipation caused by 2D vortices excited
from flux lines has been used to explain a similar behavior in fields up to 1 kG. This model excludes the
effect of Josephson interlayer coupling which is small
for BSCCO. We explain our results at high current
densities using a similar model which includes Josephson coupling between superconducting
layers.
We find that the magnetic field dependence of the
power law exponent is in qualitative agreement with
this model. We believe that an accurate calculation
of the interaction between 2D vortices and flux lines
could help to clarify the dissipation in the mixed state
in high-T, materials.

2. Flux flow model
According to the flux flow model [ 3,16 1, at high
current densities the Lorentz force on flux lines penetrating through the sample exceeds the pinning
forces and vortices move in a steady motion at a velocity limited by viscous drag. In this region the ZV characteristics
are linear and can be expressed as
V=R,(Z-I,)

)

(1)

where Z, is a constant and Rf is the
tance. Rf depends on the magnetic
sample resistance in the normal state
perature ( T), and can be expressed
&=&(BIK,).f(

TIT,, B/K,)

2

flux flow resisfield (B), the
(R,) and temas
(2)

where H,, is the value of the upper critical magnetic
field at zero temperature and T, is the critical temperature in zero magnetic field. The value offis about

in epitaxial thin films

1 at low temperatures
( T/T, s 1) or at low magnetic fields
(B/H,,<
1) [ 31. Since H,, for
YBa&u,O,
along the c-axis is estimated to be = 60
T and we used a magnetic field of less than 6 T, we
expect a flux flow resistance almost independent
of
temperature
(except very close to T,) given by
R,=R,B/H,,

.

(3)

3. Heating effects during pulse measurements
We now estimate the temperature rise in a thin film
bridge during a pulse measurement.
We consider a
thin film bridge of length L and width W prepared
on a substrate with thermal conductivity k and specific heat c,. The current and voltage contacts are
assumed to be far from the bridge so that the heat
from them does not reach the bridge during application of the current due to the short duration of the
pulse. Upon application of the pulse, heat is dissipated in the bridge at the rate of P=ZV for a time to
(duration of the pulse) and its temperature rise consists of two parts:
(1) a temperature
drop AT, across the thermal
boundary
resistance
[ 171 between film and substrate, and
(2) a temperature rise AT, at the top surface of the
substrate below the film due to heat flow in the
substrate.
These can be treated independently
since the thermal response time of the boundary layer is much
shorter ( wns) than the heat diffusion time in the
substrate.
The temperature drop across the thermal boundary resistance [ 17 ] is given by
AT, = R,,P/A

,

(4)

where A= L W, is the area of the bridge, and Rbd is
the thermal boundary resistance. It should be noted
that AT, at a given current density is independent
of
area. Furthermore, it increases to a steady state value
within a few nanoseconds
of the application of the
pulse. The value of Rbd is nearly independent
of the
substrate and is approximately
10e3 Kcm2/W according to ref. [ 17 1. In these experiments we have
used bridges of width 25 urn and lengths varying between 250 and 600 pm. For a 600 pm bridge the peak
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power, where heating effects were seen, is of the order of 6 mW. For these parameters we get AT, - 0.04
K (from eq. (4) ) as the temperature rise due to the
boundary resistance.
Since the three-dimensional
heat diffusion equation for the sample geometry cannot be solved exactly, we will estimate the temperature rise of the film
due to heat flow in the substrate. In a time t after the
application of a pulse, heat diffuses a distance d in
the substrate which is given by d- 2 (Dt) ‘I*, where
D=klc, is the heat diffusion constant. This is schematically shown in fig. 1. The volume in which heat
diffuses is Vg (2d+ W)&. The average temperature rise of this volume is therefore Pt/ ( Vc,). The
temperature rise at the surface of the substrate will
be higher than the average temperature rise by a factor (I! and may be written as
AT, =&/{2L(Dt)“*[4(Dt)“*+

W]c,} .

(5)

In order to estimate a we compare this relation
(when WZD (Dt) ‘I*) with the temperature rise at the
surface of a semi-infinite
solid at constant heat flow.
The heat diffusion equation in this case can be solved
exactly [ 18 ] to yield an approximate value of (11~4/
(rr”*). For SrTi03 substrates, the thermal constants
have the values of c,= 1 J/K cm3, k= 0.18 W/K cm,
D=K/c,r0.18
cm*/s at 80 K [ 191. Using a typical
maximum pulse power of P= 6 mW for a 25 nm wide
and 600 urn long bridge, we get a temperature
rise
AT,=O. 13 K at the end of a 50 us pulse. This gives
a total temperature rise of 0.17 K at the end of a 6
mW pulse.
We now consider whether the measurement
could
be made at still higher power densities with similar
temperature
rises. Measurements
at higher power
densities could be made by reducing W or the pulse
width to. This increase in power density, however, is
limited to about a factor of 4 due to the enhancement of the AT, term. Still higher power densities
YBCO Film

Fig. 1. Heat flow in the sample.
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could be achieved only by reducing the thickness of
the film. It should be noted that the use of a substrate
with better thermal conductivity does not help since
the boundary layer resistance is almost independent
of the substrate [ 17 1.

4. Experimental
Thin films of YBa2Cu30, were deposited using a
KrF (248 nm) excimer laser deposition system as
described earlier [ 201. Briefly, a YBa,Cu,O,
target
was used and deposition was carried out in situ at
750°C on (100) oriented SrTi03 substrates of 1.0
mm thickness. Films were well oriented, as only the
peaks corresponding to the c-axis normal to the substrate were observed in X-ray diffraction. Two films
were used for this study, film A (20 nm thick) was
patterned to 25 urn x 600 pm, and film B (70 nm
thick) was patterned to 25 umx 350 urn. Their critical current densities at 77 K for B=O and 0.4 T parallel to the c-axis are 1.6 and 0.6~ lo6 A/cm*, respectively. For electrical measurements,
the sample
was mounted on a small copper block making good
thermal contact and four probe contacts were made
using silver paint. The samples were cooled using a
liquid helium cryostat and a magnetic field normal
to the substrate was applied using a superconducting
magnet. Some measurements
were done by using a
closed cycle helium cryostat and a permanent magnet. The temperature
of the sample could be controlled to within 0.02 K.
Figure 2 shows the resistance of film A as a function of temperature
without an applied magnetic
field. We can observe the metallic-like behavior and
the sharp superconducting
transition at T,x 89 K,
which characterize a good quality YBa2Cu30, thin
film.
Figure 3 shows the circuit used to measure the ZVcharacteristics
of our thin films. A pulse generator
was used to give pulses of up to 5 V amplitude and
50 us duration. Pulses were separated by 5 ms, giving a duty cycle of 1%. The current during the measurement was controlled using a resistance R and the
voltage control from the pulse generator. The peak
voltage generated by this current in the sample was
measured using a Model 5204 Princeton Applied
Research lock-in amplifier. This lock-in amplifier
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Fig. 2. Resistance vs. temperature
plot for sample A. The dotted
line indicates the extrapolated
normal resistance at temperatures
below the transition temperature.
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values of the peak amplitude from the measurements
on both lock-in amplifiers were in agreement with
those directly measured using an oscilloscope. However, an accurate 1-V characteristics
measurement
cannot be made using a simple analog oscilloscope
as the accuracy of measurement
in that case is limited to nearly 5%. On the other hand, using a lockin amplifier, measurements
can typically be made
with 0.1% accuracy.
Heating effects in the film could be seen by sharp
changes in current and voltage pulse shape as shown
in fig. 4. Both current and voltage pulses changed
shape as the resistance R in series with the pulse generator was of the same order as the sample resistance
at high currents. These heating effects were observed
at fairly well-defined current levels and occurred at
a peak power of nearly 6 mW for the 600 urn long
bridge. No changes in the sample temperature were
detected by a temperature
sensor mounted in the
copper block due to the small average power used.
In order to find any possible errors in the pulsed
measurement,
DC I-V characteristics
were compared to pulsed Z-I’s for a sample. The results indicate good agreement between the two measurements as seen in fig. 5(a). It may be noted that DC
measurements at higher currents are limited by heating effects and pulse measurements
at low voltages

u

GL
-l-L
c

Fig. 3. Circuit diagram

for pulse I-V measurement.

uses a square wave signal as a reference and responds
to fundamental
and odd harmonics. When used in
wide band mode, it gives an output which depends
on the average absolute voltage, for the shape of
pulses used. The peak current was measured by measurement of voltage across resistance Riusing a PAR
lock-in amplifier Model 5208. This lock-in amplifier
responds only to the fundamental
frequency. However, for a fixed shape of the signal, the response is
proportional
to the pulse amplitude. The calculated

Fig. 4. Shape of the current and voltage pulses. (a) Current or
voltage pulse at low power density and (b ) current and (c ) voltage pulses at high power density.
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Fig. 5.(a) Comparison of DC and pulse measurements of the I-V characteristics of a thin film bridge in a 0.4 T field. Measurements
made at temperatures of (a) 90.0 K, (b) 89.0 K, (c) 82.5 K and (d) 75.5 K. Circles and triangles indicate data points obtained by DC
and pulse measurements, respectively. (b) Effect of pulse width and temperature on the I-Vcharacteristics of a thin film bridge, (a) 50
ps pulses at 87.1 K, (b) 100 ps pulses at 87.1 K and (c) 50 ps pulses at 86.7 K.

are limited by noise. The noise in pulse measurements is increased relative to the signal as the duty
cycle of the signal is 1% and therefore the lock-in amplifier response is roughly 1% of the peak signal amplitude being measured. In order to ensure that heating effects are indeed small, measurements
were also
made on a sample at 86.7 K and 87.1 K using a normal pulse width (50 ps) and also at 87.1 K using a
pulse width twice as large ( 100 ps) keeping the same
pulse separation. The results shown in fig. 5(b) indicate that pulse heating effects, up to the maximum
peak power used, correspond to an average temperature change in 50 ps of less than 0.1 K, in agreement with the above calculations. During our measurements it became clear that using a DC current
would have destroyed the bridge due to thermal runaway. However, during a pulsed measurement a peak
power much higher than 6 mW (the power level
where heating effects are first seen) did not change
the bridge characteristics.

5. Results and discussion
Z-V characteristics
of film A were measured at
various temperatures
between T, and 56 K. The
measurements
were made in a magnetic field of 0.4
T applied along the c-axis. Figure 6 shows the results,
which follow a power law ( I/- I“) behavior with exponent increasing with decreasing temperature. The
measurements
were made up to a dV/dI of 390 R
(resistivity=32.5
pQcm) at 85.90 K and 18 Zz (resistivity= 1.5 pQcm) at 65.96 K and no linear region in the Z-V characteristics
was identified. The
expected flux flow resistance of this sample from eq.
(3) varies between 8.3 and 6 L? at these temperatures, using the extrapolated normal resistance from
fig. 2 (we have used the value of Hcz= 60 T [ 211).
This shows that dissipation at high currents in epitaxial YBa2CuJ0, films is not limited by flux flow
and therefore some other mechanism
must be responsible for the higher dissipation observed. This is
in contrast to the flux flow regime seen in YBa,Cu,O,
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Fig. 6. I-Vcurves
for sample A in a 0.4 T magnetic field plotted
as electric field vs. current density at (a) 85.90 K, (b) 80.96 K,
(c) 76.07 K, (d) 65.96 K and (e) 55.92 K.

polycrystalline
samples [ 51, which could be due to
flux flow in the intergranular
region. To further investigate the absence of a flux flow region, a second
sample (sample B) was studied. The I- I’s exhibited
a power law behavior again, in all measurements
made, as a function of temperature and magnetic field
up to 6 T. Figure 7 shows I- Vcurves in a log-log plot
as a function of magnetic field at 80.6 K. Notice that
the dissipation
increases and the power law exponent decreases as the magnetic field is increased.
Within the framework of conventional
theories for
dissipation
in superconductors,
the observed absence of a flux flow region in YBa2Cus0, thin films
could arise because of strong pinning forces compared to the Lorentz force at temperatures and magnetic fields used for measurement. Dissipation in this
case will be caused by flux creep. Alternatively
the
absence of flux Ilow could be caused by some other
mechanism of dissipation being dominant compared
to flux creep and flux flow. In what follows we analyze our results based on dissipation caused by 2D
vortices in superconducting
layers.
The power law Z-I/characteristic
behavior in zero
field has been observed in various high-T, superconductors [ 8,9,11]. These materials are layered superconductors with weak coupling between the layers.

0.4

0.7

3

1

Current Density(106Amp/cmZ)
Fig. 7. I-Vcurves for sample B plotted as electric field vs. current
density at 80.61 Kin magnetic fields of (a) 0.5 T, (b) 1.0 T, (c)

1.5T, (d)2.0T,

(e)2.5T,

(f)3.5T,

(g)4.5Tand

(h)6.0T.

The power law behavior has been explained [ 22,231
by current-induced
depairing of thermally excited 2D
vortex pairs in these layers. Some evidence for a
Kosterlitz-Thouless
(K-T) transition, with a jump
of the power law exponent from 1 to 3, caused by
thermal dissociation of these pairs has also been observed in YBa,Cu,O,
thin films and single crystals
[ 24-261. In fig. 8 we show our measurement
of the
variation of the exponent with temperature
at selected magnetic fields. In particular, at zero field, we
do not observe the predicted K-T exponent jump
(from 1 to 3) at the transition temperature.
This
could be due to fluctuations
[ 91 and the effect of interlayer coupling on the K-T transition as discussed
in ref. [ 23 1. The increase of the power law exponent
with decreasing temperatures
and its approximate
linear behavior near T, are, however, in agreement
with dissipation caused by current-induced
unbinding of 2D vortices [ 281.
A model for I-Vs with a power law behavior in
magnetic fields has been proposed by Artemenko et
al. [ 8 1. This model is based on dissipation due to 2D
vortices which are detached from magnetic flux lines.
The model, however, neglects the Josephson coupling between the superconducting layers, which may
be significant for YBa&u,O,.
We now describe a
simple model, which includes the effect of Josephson
coupling, similar to that reported in ref. [ 221 for the
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at r>>il,

U,(r)=&Tln(r/21)

(6b)

where A is the penetration depth for currents in the
a-b plane and A = @,d( 4x1) -’ ( kBT) - ’ is a temperature-dependent
parameter, @, is the flux quantum
and d is the layer spacing. The effect of a magnetic
field on this energy at large distances has been calculated by Artemenko et al. [8] in the case where
there is no Josephson coupling. They found the interaction energy to be reduced due to screening by
magnetic field lines by a factor of
t= 1+ 16nN;12/lnA,
where N is the number of vortex lines per unit area.
In the presence of strong Josephson coupling this
factor will be modified and we may write
e=l+j?(T)B,
70

75

80
Temperature

85

90

95

(K)

Fig. 8. Variation of the exponent with temperature
for
in (a) zero field, and in magnetic fields of (b) 1.0 T,
and (d) 6.0 T. The dotted line indicates the value of
nent expected at the K-T transition. Curves are plotted
the eye.

sample B
(c) 2.5 T
the expoto guide

zero field case. The model accounts for the power
law behavior in magnetic fields at higher current
densities, as we have observed, and also explains
qualitatively
the magnetic field dependence of the
exponent.
A flux line in a layered superconductor
in a magnetic field may be considered to be a superposition
of 2D vortices in individual layers [ 271, interacting
by Josephson coupling and magnetic interaction
[ 23 1. These 2D vortices can be separated from each
individual flux line by thermal fluctuations and the
presence of a Lorentz force. The interaction energy
between such a 2D vortex at a distance r from its flux
line and the rest of the flux line may be written [ 231
as the sum of an interaction energy due to magnetic
interaction and that due to Josephson coupling between the layers.
The magnetic interaction energy U, (r), neglecting
the effect of other flux lines, is given [ 8,271 by
U,(r)=Ak,T(r/21)21n(2~/r)
and

at rec;i,

(7)

where j? is a temperature-dependent
parameter to be
evaluated later. The Josephson coupling energy between a 2D vortex and the flux line from which it is
separated is equal to that between the vortex and an
antivortex in position of the flux line [ 23 1. This energy at large distances is given [ 22 ] by Erl<, where
< is Ginzburg-Landau
coherence length in the abplane and E is a constant. Due to the presence of a
magnetic field this interaction energy is reduced and
the Josephson coupling energy term at large distances may be written as U2( r) =a,Er/S, where (Y,
takes into account the reduction of the coupling due
to the field. The Josephson coupling energy at short
distances is approximately
given [ 23 ] by
U,(r) =AkBT(rlaod)2

ln(Q/O,

~crcccx,d,
where (Y~= ( m,/ rnab) ‘j2, m, is the effective mass of
the electrons for motion along the c-axis and r&b for
motion along the ab-plane, and d is the distance between superconducting
layers.
The total interaction energy between a 2D vortex
and the rest of the flux line may now be written as
U(r)=AkBT(r/21)2

ln(21/r)

+A(T)k,T(rla,d)‘ln(a,dlr),

(6a)

r<< rc

sod ,
(8a)

and
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U(r)=AkBTln(r/21)l~+(y,Erlr,

r-2.
(8b)

We will now calculate the form of the Z-V curves
due to the separation of the 2D vortices from the field
lines using a standard
method as given in refs.
[ 8,22,28 1. In the presence of a current density J parallel to the &plane
there is a force on each 2D vortex given by F= J@,d/c, where d is the length of the
2D vortex. Therefore the interaction energy (at large
distances) in the presence of the current is modified
to

at r>l

.

(9)

We will later show that the relation of the interaction
energy for r> 1 is important in the current range used
for measurement
of the I- I/ characteristics.
This interaction energy of a 2D vortex with the rest of the
field line has a maximum at
rC=(AkT/~)(J@od/c-a,E/~)-‘.

(10)

The energy at r, is given by
U(r,)=A(T)k,Tt-‘(lnr,/211-1).
Assuming a classical escape rate of the 2D vortices
from the flux lines [ 281, the rate of separation of the
2D vortices from the flux lines may be written as
I’,-Nexp[-U(rC)/kBT]-N(21/rC)A”.

(11)

Using the value of r, we find

where J,=Eca,(@I+,d)-’
and Jo=AkBTc/(21u&f).
In the steady state, the number of 2D vortices depends on the rate of production
(r,) and the rate of
recombination
(proportional
to the number of 2D
vortices and the number of flux lines with missing
2D vortex in the same plane) and may be written as
n - rL/2. The electrical resistance arises due to the
flow of these 2D vortices as they interact with the
applied current. Therefore
R-n-TL’2

V-J[

(J-J1)/J,,]A’2’.

It should be noted that, in this model, J, has the
physical significance
of being the critical current
density. At high current densities compared to J,, we
obtain a power law behavior of the Z-V characteristics I’- J” with the exponent a given by
u(B)-l=

u(B)=l+

in the absence of

a0 - 1
l+PB’

(12)

In order to estimate the parameter p in this expression we use the model proposed by Artemenko et al.
[8] taking into account the Josephson interaction
energy term. In this model, the effect of screening is
described by a dielectric constant which depends on
magnetic field and on the interaction energy of the
2D vortices. The polarizability
(a) due to a magnetic field is given [ 8 ] by
(y= NA.fexp[-U(r)/kBT]r3dr
2./exp[ -U(r)/k,T]rdr

(13)

.

The shifts of the 2D vortices from their flux lines
(causing polarization ), due to interaction with a distant 2D vortex whose interaction energy we desire,
are small. Therefore, we use the relation of the interaction energy U(r) at small distances in order to
evaluate a0 in eq. ( 13 ). Using typical parameters for
YBa2Cu30, we find from eq. (8a) that the Josephson interaction energy term is much larger [ 23 ] than
the magnetic interaction energy term. We may therefore use the Josephson interaction energy relation to
estimate (Y in eq. ( 13 ). Since the Josephson interaction energy relation is approximate we expect an
order of magnitude estimate of B from our calculations. Neglecting the magnetic interaction
we can
evaluate eq. ( 13) to give
a=N&d2/[2

ln(a,d/<)]

The dielectric

constant

Comparing
as

A
A
s = 2(1+BB).

If a0 is the value of the exponent
a magnetic field, then

t= 1+4na=

- [ (J-J,)/Jo]A/2’,

and the voltage across the sample can be written

in epitaxial thinJilms

.
t [ 81 may now be written as

1 +2xNaid2/

ln(aod/<)

.

(14)

this with eq. (7) we get

p=2na$d2@~‘/

ln(cr,d/<)

.

Using typical values of the parameters

(15)
for YBa2Cu30,

SK. Gupta et al. /Dissipation in epitaxial thinjlms

((Ye= 5, d= 1.2 nm, r= 1.5 nm at low temperatures)
we get 8~0.4 T-’ at 80 K.
We will now estimate the value of currents up to
which the form of the interaction energy at large distances as given in eq. (9) may be used to describe
the Z-Y characteristics.
From eq. (9) we find that
r,>,l if J<2Jo=2kBTc(A/2t)/(iiCPod);
using the
typical values of A= 140 nm and T= 80 K we find
r,>A for J<0.7(a1)x lo6 A/cm’, where a is the
exponent of the Z-V curves. Using experimental values of u for various Z-V curves we see that this condition is approximately
satisfied for the measurements reported here.
In fig. 9 we show the magnetic field dependence of
the power law exponent at two different temperatures. The solid lines indicate the expected field dependence using eq. ( 12) of the above model with p
used as the only adjustable parameter. The variation
of the exponent with field is seen to be in qualitative
agreement with the above model. Experimental values ofp to yield a best lit to data at 80.61 K and 86.01
K are 0.81 T-’ and 2.1 T-‘, respectively. This may
be compared with the estimate of 0.4 T-’ at 80 K
made earlier. This agreement may be considered good
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in view of the fact that the relation for Josephson interlayer coupling at short distances used to calculate
p is very approximate.

6. Conclusion
A pulse method of measuring the Z-V characteristics using simple equipment has been described and
the limitations of this method on thin films have been
reported. The method should be useful for critical
current measurements
in bulk samples. Measurements
of the Z-V characteristics
of epitaxial
YBa2CuJ0, thin films have been made up to high
resistance levels. We have found that the flux flow
model of conventional
pinning theory does not account for the dissipation
at high currents
in
YBa2Cu,0X. The observed power law behavior in the
Z-V curves and the variation of the exponent with
magnetic field are in agreement with a simple model
based on dissipation
caused by 2D vortices. Although a similar power law behavior has been reported previously, this study shows its validity at
much higher magnetic fields and dissipation levels.
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